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Lesson 2 Part 2  

Transcript 

Welcome again to my Lesson Two, on Healing Your Soul Wounds. 

My sister, are you ready to delve into this lesson? My own experiences have 
taught me that the health of our soul is connected to life, and our dreams are 
achievable when we understand the depth of our soul wounding, and their 
impact. Yes, this is deep and much needed work in our life. The essential 
teaching for this lesson, centers on a practice of self-care. To heal from our soul 
wounding. Wounds that are manifested in our pain and in our fears. Wounds 
that hold us back and further silence us from achieving our dreams. 

This lesson also centers on the wisdom we have within. Wisdom to heal our 
soul wounds. The wisdom to confront what silences us, that which keeps us 
from achieving our dreams. This is about creating space for a new narrative, for 
our life. As mentioned in the welcome video, in this lesson you will receive the 
teachings and tools necessary to deeply reflect on the pain, hurt and fears that 
silence you and your dreams. 

You'll also begin to understand the devastating effects of soul wounds on 
pursuing and achieving your dreams, and also to be able to purge those past 
hurts and fears, and to find forgiveness. And we will do this through practicing 
some daily rituals. You'll also be enabled to share your pain, hate, and fears with 
others as part of your journey healing and achieving your dreams. My system, 
my goal is to provide you with the best practical tools you need to heal from 
what silences you. 
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But before diving into the teachings, a few reminders so you can get the most 
out of the lesson. Do you have a paper nearby or a journal? Because you might 
want to pause the recording and take some notes, and if you're on the go you 
can use your smartphone to record your thoughts in a voice memo. The lesson 
is constructed in such a way that you are shown a step or two, and then invited 
to apply the techniques to your own life. 

Basically you will be invited to reflect and work through a series of activities 
along the way. If however, you would rather like, you can watch all of this 
lesson's video and then complete the Application Activity in the end. The 
Application Activity handout is always found on the lesson's main web page. 
Each Application Activity has a Coaches corner where I offer suggestions, and 
ideas for applying a teaching that you want to use with women you serve. 

The lesson here contains an audio file with a guided and inspiring audio 
recording, that is directly related to the key essential for this lesson, which is 
healing your soul wounds. Oh, my sister, let's begin our journey by gaining a 
better understanding of what soul wounds are, how they silence us from our 
dreams, and their devastating effects on us, the fear they bring to us. Then we'll 
find ways to find forgiveness through daily rituals. 

I want you to hear this one, my sister. Maria Yellow Horse Brave Heart, she 
defines soul wounding as the cumulative emotional and psychological 
wounding over the lifespan and across generation. Soul wounding is also 
referred to as historical trauma, or intergenerational wounds which can be 
manifested in many things the way sometimes individuals move from one 
abusive relationship into another. The way sometimes we display bitterness 
and anger, sometimes finding ourselves giving excuses to emotional and 
physical abuse. 

The low self-esteem, the depression, anxiety, and the way we numb this pain, 
the way we numb these wounds by engaging in little angers, and you could do 
that through gambling, through self-medication -   all in trying to avoid the 
pain. These unresolved soul wounds contribute to what informs our behaviors, 
the decisions we make, the things we do to numb the pain so that we can 
survive. Sometimes soul wounds can cause varying degrees of low self-esteem 
and inferiority complex which then numb the individuals.   And sometimes in 
us we compensate that with equal degrees of superiority through behaviors 
like bragging and unnecessary name dropping, perfectionism, controlling 
behaviors, manipulation, and so forth. 
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My dear sister, there is healing to our soul wounding. Researchers have long 
thought that descendants of people who have lived through hardships are 
more likely to pass down their trauma by way of socialization cues, like sharing 
their own fears, anxieties, and depression. I want you to hear this my sister. 
Cutting edge research now shows that this intergenerational wounding can 
also become embodied within us. Science is helping us see that trauma is not 
only transmitted through social and cultural expressions, but also the social 
experiences of suffering actually permeate our biological makeup.  That is, past 
traumas of our families are stored in ourselves. Experts call this epigenetics. 

Now, now my sister I want you to hold on. Epigenetics doesn't make us victims. 
Remember there is wisdom that is also passed down generations. If science is 
right, I've certainly got my share of traumas from both my maternal and 
paternal grandmothers. While these women were strong in their own right, 
they came from their mothers’ wombs, carrying deep wounds. Some of the 
wounds were more visible than others. These soul wounds silenced these 
women in many ways. And while from outside these women seemed to have 
more resilience, to have a drive to improve their lives despite the silences, but 
their suffering was more visceral to me, because I could see it, I could watch it, 
and I also experienced it. 

You see, my sister, I come from generations of women who have been married 
very young before they could define their own dreams. These women seemed 
to carry and pass on batons of early marriage, illiteracy, oppression, and abuse. 
In many ways these batons silenced us. All these women both from my 
paternal and maternal side, including myself, we were all exchanged for a cow 
as part of our marriages. 

While soul wounding is passed down like a baton in a relay race from one 
generation to the next, in that passing as I have said before, there is also the 
passing of wisdom. At the core of this wisdom, there is a deep hunger to heal 
our soul wounds. In fact, we have the power to refuse to be shaped by our past, 
and to live an authentic and meaningful life. As part of our awakening, it is our 
job to be aware of our soul wounds and their effects. 

This is not only one of the keys to achieving healing, but also a pathway to 
achieving our dreams. You see, my sister, the truth is, if you don't make it your 
mission to speak your truth in the face of so much silencing, in the face of so 
much ugliness, you may not be putting your hope in the next generation but 
instead passing down your silences, and all its ugliness. You have the power to 
heal yourself, the power to heal nations. 
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In this lesson I'll provide you with exercises and ancient daily rituals that I use in 
my culture to identify one’s soul wounds, and to identify community soul 
wounds. You see, every day we experience uncertainty. We hear the voice of 
reason, the voice of doubt, or societal pressures that seemingly require or ask us 
to ignore our deepest longings. No more. We do not need to listen to those 
voices. 

Therefore, this lesson will give you an understanding of how our pains and 
silencing diminishes our authentic selves and how our awakening will 
authentically connect us to who we are meant to be, and ultimately heal us. 
The lesson provides sacred healing that helps dispel the myth that our 
silencing and our suffering makes us weak and broken. Oh no.  We will pull 
back layers of false protection to reveal the fire of resilience that burns within us. 

Ultimately, we will create an intimate environment in which you will recognize 
not only the brokenness that holds you back from expressing the personal 
truth, but also ancient and daily rituals that will help you to move forward, to 
create that new narrative for yourself. 

Beloved sister, always remember, in order to give back to what's that lies deep 
within you, you will need to heal from what silences you, to confront your soul 
wounding. 

In this lesson you will find rootedness, groundedness in rituals that will center 
you from all the pain that shows, and all the subtle and not subtle silencing in 
this world. There is greatness within you my sister.  You are the healer. Soul 
wounding will become part of the past. In the next set of videos, I'll break down 
the steps and tools, and daily rituals you will need to create a sacred space for 
yourself. 

I'll also explain why this is necessary to achieving your dreams. In doing so, I'll be 
using the journey of my friend Nikita. The case example of Nikita will provide 
you with greater clarity on how to apply the teachings from this lesson to your 
own life and work. I will also be using a case example of work I did with a group 
of women who gathered in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The group gathered so they 
could better understand how soul wounds silence us from our dreams, and 
their devastating effects on our lives. These were coaches.  These were women 
who wanted to transform and help understand what is it that they could do to 
help themselves and other women that they coach to achieve their dreams. 
Through this case example, I share exercises and tools you can also use to 
purge those historical traumas, and past hates and fears, and to find 
forgiveness through daily rituals. 
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